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We investigate the quantum dynamics of the transverse field Ising model on the triangular lattice through
large-scale quantum Monte Carlo simulations and stochastic analytic continuation. At weak transverse field,
we capture for the first time the excitations related to topological quantum strings, which exhibits continuum
features described by XY chain along the strings and those in accord with “Luttinger string liquid” in the
perpendicular direction. The continuum features can be well understood from the perspective of topological
strings. Furthermore, we identify the contribution of strings from the excitation spectrum. Our study provides
characteristic features for the experimental search for string-related excitations and proposes a new theoretical
method to pinpoint topological excitations in the experimental spectra.
Introduction. — Frustrated magnets provide an ideal play-
ground for exotic emergent phenomena [1, 2]. In many cases,
gauge structures can emerge due to local constraints imposed
by competing interactions, giving rise to exotic states of mat-
ter like quantum spin liquid with fractionalized excitations
and long-range entanglement [3–6]. Excitations violating
such local constraint are frequently referred to as spinons,
which correspond to magnetic monopoles (charges) in the
gauge language [7]. Magnetic monopoles are point-like topo-
logical defects since a single monopole cannot be created / an-
nihilated locally and such processes must be involved in pairs.
Meanwhile, gauge theories also support line-like excitations,
as a pair of monopoles connected by Dirac strings are annihi-
lated along closed loops. If the trajectory is non-contractible,
such strings become topological in nature [8] which we dub
as “topological string”.
In contrast to monopole excitations that are typically lo-
cated at higher energies, topological strings are basic degrees
of freedom participating low-energy physics. Moreover, the
string dynamics is not only related to the effective interac-
tions between monopoles, but also reflects the fluctuations of
the background gauge field [9, 10]. Investigating quantum
dynamics of topological strings is an interesting and impor-
tant problem by itself. Strings appear in the strongly cor-
related electron systems [8], ultra-cold atoms in the optical
lattice [11, 12] and frustrated magnets [13], bringing out the
incommensurability [14–16], etc. However, in spite of the ar-
guments that elastic strings can stabilize in various systems
such as high-temperature superconductors [16–19] and frus-
trated magnets [15], few solid evidence has been presented in
identifying quantum strings in realistic systems.
The quest for exploring string dynamics is also motivated
by the rapid progress on frustrated rare-earth materials. Re-
cently, a number of rare-earth pyroclore, Kagome´ and trian-
gular lattice magnets have been evidenced to show spin liq-
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FIG. 1. The spectra of frustrated TFIM in logarithmic scale at β =
96 with Lx = Ly = 24. (a) The parameter ∆ = 0.54 and J′ = 0.05
corresponds to the material TMGO. (b) ∆= 0.35, J′ = 0.035 and (c)
∆= 0.20, J′ = 0.020 are for lower energy splitting. The path taken in
the Brillouin zone is shown in the inset. The parameters we chosen
are also labeled in phase diagram (Fig.2(a)).
uid physics [20–27] or be described by quantum Ising models
with lattice gauge theory [28–33]. For triangular lattice ma-
terials in particular, a large class of materials are described
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2by the transverse field Ising model (TFIM) [29, 32], a typical
model that can be understood from the perspective of topo-
logical strings [9, 10, 12]. The so-called “roton” mode of this
model is also claimed to relate the BKT physics [31], in con-
nection with the recent neutron experiments on TmMgGaO4
(TMGO) [29].
In this letter we study the excitation spectrum of a generic
TFIM in a triangular lattice that is relevant to triangular lat-
tice rare-earth compounds. We find that with small trans-
verse field, excitations associated with topological strings are
present in the low energy part of the spectrum, energetically
separated with the vortex-antivortex pair excitations located
at higher energies (Fig. 1). To further study the inter- and
intra-string modes, we introduce a spatial anisotropy, so that
the density of topological strings can be fine-tuned. The intra-
string mode matches well with a continuous spectrum of spin-
1/2 XY chain as predicted theoretically, and the inter-string
mode is found to exhibit the features of Luttinger liquid. Fi-
nally, we manage to single out the contributions of string and
vortex excitations from Szz spectra through defining kink and
vortex operators and calculating their spectra. Our work pro-
poses a new method of isolating different modes concerning
topological defects and provides iconic features in the spec-
trum for the experimental search for string excitations in the
strongly correlated systems.
String detection and modeling. — We study a generic
TFIM relevant to triangular rare-earth compounds
H = Jx ∑
〈i j〉x
SziS
z
j+ J ∑
〈i j〉∧
SziS
z
j+ J
′ ∑
〈〈i j〉〉
SziS
z
j−∆∑
i
Sxi . (1)
Here S is the effective spin-1/2 moment of non-Kramer ion.
The Jx and J denotes the nearest neighbor antiferromagnet
couplings along x-bonds and diagonal bonds. We define the
anisotropy parameter λ = Jx/J. To quantitatively compare
with the TMGO experiment we also introduce a next-nearest-
neighbour interaction J′ [32]. The ∆ is the energy splitting
between lowest crystal-field levels. Depending on the phys-
ical nature of crystal field levels, ∆ can be generated either
intrinsically in systems with C3 on-site point group symmetry
[32, 33] or by breaking such symmetry [34, 35].
Here we first consider the case of isotropic limit λ = 1,
the phase diagram of which is shown in Fig. 2a. In absence
of J′ and for moderate ∆, the system is in clock phase (Fig.
2b). When we increase J′, the system undergoes a first or-
der phase transition which breaksC3 symmetry and enters the
stripe phase (Fig. 2c). Here we focus on the clock phase.
The best-fit parameters for the magnet TMGO are found in
the former work [31] to be J = 0.99meV, J′ = 0.05meV and
∆ = 0.54meV. Hereafter we set the NN coupling as the en-
ergy unit J = 1. We carry out a QMC simulation [36–38].
Combined with SAC calculation [39–41], we can reproduce
the dynamic structure factor Szz(q,ω) from the Sz spin corre-
lations (Fig. 1a) [42]. At the parameters for TMGO, the calcu-
lated result agrees well with that produced by inelastic neutron
scattering [29]. The excitation mode at M point was formerly
identified as “rotons” [31] which exhibit BKT physics in the
form of vortex-antivortex pairs. However, we can find in Fig.
1b,c that the spectrum splits into two branches, when we de-
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FIG. 2. (a) The phase diagram of our model in the isotropic case in
the transverse field ∆–NNN coupling J′ plane, the red points joint
by dashed lines show the parameters taken in Fig. 1; (b,c) illustra-
tion of the (b) clock phase and (c) stripe phase ; (d) the string rep-
resentation of a spin configuration in the clck phase; (e) vortex and
antivortex connected by two strings, the highlighted spins in (d,e)
corresponds to those singled out by kink and vortex operators; (f)
the string density–anisotropy relation, measured at β = L = 24 and
J′ = 0; Inset : The magnetic structure factor with different string
density, at λ = 0.89, ρs = 0 (stripe phase); λ = 0.892, ρs = 1/12;
λ = 0.895, ρs = 1/3; λ = 1.00, ρs = 2/3 (clock phase), from left to
right respectively.
crease ∆ and meanwhile keep the ratio ∆/J′ = 10 to make sure
the ground state is in clock phase which breaks the translation
symmetry. The higher-lying and lower-lying modes lie at the
energy scale of J and ∆, respectively.
In the limit where J becomes the dominant energy scale,
the low energy state must satisfy the “2-up-1-down” or “1-up-
2-down” constraints within each triangle. The emergence of
local constraints gives rise to emergent U(1) gauge structures
at low energies which further lead to emergent topological
strings and topological sectors. While the underlying physics
has been extensively discussed in the context of dimer map-
ping [9, 10, 42, 43], here we present a more intuitive way
to understand the physics from the domain wall perspective
3[44–46]. We choose the stripe state as the reference configu-
ration (Fig. 2c) as this state has no quantum dynamics at the
low energies. Any spin configuration can be expressed as do-
mains of stripe state, where domain walls form closed directed
strings. The quantum dynamics should be fully undertaken by
the strings, since the bulk of stripe domains has no low energy
contribution. Furthermore, with periodic boundary condition
at Ising limit, strings wrapping around non-contractible loops
cannot be created or annihilated with finite steps of opera-
tion, which strongly reflects its topological feature in nature
(Fig. 2d). Therefore number of topological strings Ns can be
used to label different topological sectors. The string density
ρs = Ns/Lx is related to the average integer flux in the height
language f = 2−3ρs [47].
When we introduce quantum fluctuation with a finite trans-
verse field ∆, a string can fluctuate by flipping the spin inside
the kinks of the string, and its dynamics can be well described
by a spin-1/2 XY chain [44–46]. The energy of vibration is
hence exactly solvable under Jordan-Wigner transformation
to be Ek = ∆Ly/pi [42]. If the energy gain of string vibration
overcomes the energy gap, the system will break the transla-
tion symmetry in x-direction, and the strings will be stabilized
in the ground state. In the clock phase, the number of strings
equals 2Lx/3, and the C3 symmetry is recovered. Consider-
ing the dominant energy scale of a quantum elastic string is
approximately ∆, the low-lying modes in the spectrum should
correspond to their dynamics.
On the other hand, the excitations that violate the triangle-
rule are higher-lying at the energy scale of J. As shown in
Fig. 2e, a triangle with three parallel spins host a point-like
topological defect in the form of vortex-antivortex pair [31]
attached by two topological strings. Thus, when quantum
or thermal fluctuation is comparable with the energy gap of
vortex-antivortex pair, the numbers of string can not be fixed,
so that the system is no longer trapped in one topological sec-
tor.
String density tuning. — Although the mode related to
topological strings can be well separated by decreasing the en-
ergy splitting ∆, the detailed features in the spectrum remain
to be fully understood. The spectrum parallel to the strings,
i.e., along with the ΓM line, corresponds to the deformation
of a single string, whereas the string repulsion due to the non-
crossing restriction results in the spectrum perpendicular to
the strings, i.e., along the ΓKM line. This mode is thus the
composition of the motion inside a string and between strings.
The further separation of inter-string and intra-string modes
can be realized by introducing a spatial anisotropy [15] λ 6= 1
to fine-tune the number of string. As the NNN term barely
affects the physics here, we set J′ = 0. By decreasing λ from
1, the string density ρs drops from 2/3 and finally reach zero
(Fig. 2f). Accordingly, the peak of magnetic structure fac-
tor S(q) = 1N ∑i j〈SziSzj〉exp(iq · (ri− r j)) moves from K to M
linearly with the string density (inset of Fig. 2f). Then, we
measure the spectrum at lower string density. The hierarchy
in the spectrum persists (Fig. 3a). The vortex mode and the
string mode stay at the energy scale of J and ∆, respectively.
To look more carefully into the string-related mode, we scru-
tinize the low energy spectrum along ΓM and ΓKM lines (Fig.
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FIG. 3. (a) The spectra at string density ρs = 1/3 measured at
λ = 0.895, ∆ = 0.2 and β = 96 with Lx = Ly = 24. The path taken
in the Brillouin zone is same as Fig. 1. The zoom-in of low energy
region are dived into (b) parallel to the strings along ΓM line and
(c) perpendicular to the strings along ΓKM line respectively. The
low energy excitation spectra measured at λ = 0.91 and ρs = 1/2 in-
cludes (d) parallel to the strings along ΓM line and (e) perpendicular
to the strings along ΓKM line respectively.
3b–e).
The spectrum along the ΓM line corresponds to the excita-
tions inside the string, i.e., deformation of the strings in the
form of creation and annihilation of kinks. In the nearly inde-
pendent string case at ρs = 1/3 (Fig. 3b), the spectrum is con-
tinuous and enveloped by two dome-like curves, most exten-
sive at Γ point and shrinking when moving towards M point.
Because a topological string can be mapped to a spin-1/2
XY chain, the continuous spectrum results from the effective
Jordan-Wigner fermion excitations. The spectrum of nearly
independent strings quantitatively agrees well with XY-chain
(white dash cosine curves). The peaks of the two envelope
curves equal approximately the theoretical value of ∆ = 0.2
and 2∆. The intersection of the two curves locates at M point
because of the background stripe order. However, when in-
creasing the density of strings, the effective repulsion hinders
the motion of strings, so that the excitation becomes gapped
(Fig. 3d).
The spectrum along the ΓKM line corresponds to the dy-
namics of topological strings in the perpendicular direction.
The interaction between strings leads to the formation of a
string density wave order, as well as the nearly-gapless point
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FIG. 4. The spectra of (a–c) string mode and (d–f) vortex mode with Lx = Ly = 24 and β = 96 at (a,d) ∆ = 0.20, J′ = 0.020, (b,e) ∆ = 0.35,
J′ = 0.035 and (c,f) ∆= 0.050, J′ = 0.050.
between K and M points (Fig. 3c,e). The spectrum between
this point and Γ also exhibits continuous features. In particu-
lar, the lower envelope line is sensitive to the string density.
The zero point moves and the peaks rise while increasing
ρs. Considering the strings can be described with spinless
fermions with long-range repulsion in the perpendicular di-
rection, these features hint the existence of “Luttinger string
liquid” [42].
String and vortex spectra. — Having figured out the rela-
tion between different string-related modes and their features
in the spectrum, we now return to the isotropic case. To locate
the modes of different topological defects in the spectrum, we
try to isolate the contributions from string and vortex modes,
respectively. We define a kink operator, which singles out the
flippable spins at the kinks of the strings (highlighted in Fig.
2d) [42]. This operator also corresponds to the diagonal flip-
pable plaquette operator in the dual dimer model. By mea-
suring kink-kink correlation and its spectrum, the contribu-
tion of string-related excitation can be extracted from the Szz
spectrum. The vortex operator, which singles out the spins on
triangles with the same spin polarization (highlighted in Fig.
2e), can also be defined correspondingly, and its spectrum tells
how much of the spin spectrum comes from the vortex excita-
tions.
As shown in the upper panels of Fig. 4, when ∆ increases
from 0.20 to 0.50, the frequency of kink spectrum increases in
proportion. At the ∆ value in TMGO, the energy scales of two
modes nearly coincide, which explains why the string-related
mode is not detected. Meanwhile, the gapless branch near
Γ point gradually vanishes. This is because the higher-order
perturbations become prominent in constructing an effective
model as ∆ increases, and they may deform the spectrum of
effective string Hamiltonian.
For the vortex mode in the lower panels of Fig. 4, its in-
tensity increases with ∆ while its frequency is not changed,
as vortex-antivortex pairs are more likely to be excited when
strengthening quantum fluctuations. It is also worth mention-
ing that the intensity of vortex mode is stronger near Γ point,
which contradicts the explanation that vortex-type excitation
contributes to the experimentally observed “roton” mode at M
point.
Conclusion and outlook. — We simulate the spectrum of
frustrated TFIM on the triangular lattice, which is relevant to
a large class of rare-earth magnets including the recently dis-
covered TMGO. After tuning the energy splitting, we sepa-
rate two modes related respectively to vortex and string ex-
citations. By introducing a spatial anisotropy, we can tune
the density of strings, so that the intra-string excitations can
be observed in dilute string limit. The intra-string mode lo-
cated along the ΓM line matches well with the continuous
spectrum of spin-1/2 XY model, while the inter-string mode
along ΓKM line exhibits Luttinger liquid features, and they
may hint the existence of the “Luttinger string liquid” phase.
At last, we define kink and vortex operators. From the spectra
of these two operators, we can distinguish the contributions of
string and vortex mode in the Szz spectra.
Based on our conclusions, several trials can be considered
in the experiment to observe the modes related to topolog-
ical defects in the spectrum. If we can find materials with
appropriate ∆/J, we expect well separation of string-related
modes from vortices in excitaition spectrum [29, 31, 48]. On
the other hand, for anisotropic triangular materials, we might
access the dilute string region where the intra-string modes
may be observed. On the other hand, by introducing a spa-
tial anisotropy, the intra-string mode may be observed in the
dilute string region. Similar phenomena are also expected in
other systems such as antiferroelectric materials [49] and cold
atoms [50]. Besides, our work opens up new possibilities of
theoretically understanding topological excitations by defin-
ing corresponding operators and calculating their spectra to
separate their contribution to the experimental spectra.
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FIG. 5. (a) The QMC-SAC simulation of the Szz spectrum, mea-
sured at J = 0.99meV, J′ = 0.05meV and ∆= 0.54meV, L= 24 and
βJ = 96; (b) the inelastic neutron scattering result in TmMgGaO4,
reproduced from Ref. [48].
Appendix A: Comparison with neutron spectrum
In this section we show that the QMC-SAC simulation
on the antiferromagnetic Ising model with next-neareast-
neighbour coupling and transverse field can reproduce the
spectrum measured by inelastic neutron scattering [48] on
TmMgGaO4. As indicated by Ref. [31], the best fit pa-
rameters are found to be J = 0.99meV, J′ = 0.05meV and
∆ = 0.54meV. In the Fig. 1 we have plotted the numerical
results of the spectrum at such parameters in logarithm scale
coloring so that the two modes can both be seen clearly. To
compare this QMC-SAC spectrum with the neutron scattering
result, we plotted the spectrum in linear scale coloring and
take meV as the energy unit. The spectrum from numerical
simulation in Fig. 5a and that from neutron scattering in Fig.
5b agrees considerably well.
Appendix B: Dimer and string mapping
In this section we give a detailed description of the mapping
between the spin configuration and the dimer configuration,
and between the dimer configuration and the string configu-
ration. The spin configuration is defined on triangular lattice.
The dual lattice of this triangular lattice is a honeycomb lat-
tice (Fig. 6a). Each bond of the dual lattice sits on the per-
pendicular bisector of a bond of the original lattice. Each site
of the original lattice is mapped onto a hexagonal plaquette
of the dual lattice, and the six nearest-neighbour bonds con-
necting one site on the original lattice become the six edges
of a hexagon on the dual lattice. Reciprocally, the triangles
on the original lattice become the sites on the dual lattice, and
the three bonds along the triangle are mapped onto the bonds
connecting one site on the dual lattice.
On this dual triangular lattice we can obtain the dimer rep-
resentation of the spin configuration, where the degree of free-
dom resides on the bonds, i.e., each bond is either occupied
or unoccupied with a dimer. Each original bond connecting
parallel original spins is mapped into a dual occupied dimer,
whereas each original bond connecting antiparallel spins is
mapped into a dual unoccupied dimer (Fig. 6a). The anti-
ferromagnetic Ising coupling imposes on the original lattice
the triangle rule, which dictates that one triangle either have
two spin-downs and one spin-up, or two spin-ups and one
spin-down. This constraint is mapped to an one-dimer-per-
site constraint on the dual lattice. As each triangle satisfying
the triangle rule on the original lattice is composed of two an-
tiparallel bonds and one parallel bonds, each site on the dual
lattice is connected to two unoccupied bons and one occupied
bond.
In this dimer representation we can further interpret the dy-
namics brought by the transverse field. To satisfy the con-
straint, the transverse field can only act on the spins such that
three of its nearest neighbours point up and the other three
point down, at the same time spin-ups and spin-downs appear
alternatively. Such spins corresponds to the hexagonal plaque-
ttes with three dimers and the occupied and unoccupied bonds
appear alternatively (Fig. 6e). By acting the transverse field,
the spin is flipped, which exchanges its neighbouring bonds
connecting parallel spins with bonds connecting antiparallel
spins. On the dual lattice, this process corresponds to turning
the occupied bonds into unoccupied bonds and vice versa on a
hexagonal plaquette, which is exactly the dynamics of the off-
diagonal term in the quantum dimer model. N.b., to keep the
constraint, the transverse field has to be a perturbation with
respect to the Ising term. In this way, the transverse field an-
tiferromagnetic Ising model on triangular lattice is mapped
exactly to a quantum dimer model with only the off-diagonal
term, i.e., at t/V = 0.
The dimer configuration can be further mapped onto a
string configuration, where each site is connected to not one,
but an even number of occupied links, and the links form
closed loops. To perform the mapping, a reference configu-
ration must be taken. Here we take the staggered dimer con-
figuration where all the bonds in one direction are occupied
(Fig. 6b). This state corresponds to the stripe state in the
original spin configuration. We then collapse the dimer con-
figuration with the reference configuration. Each bond which
is covered exactly once by the dimer configuration and the ref-
erence configuration is mapped into an occupied bond in the
string configuration, while the bonds covered twice or uncov-
ered by the two configurations are mapped into unoccupied
bonds (Fig. 6c). In this way, the dimers in dimer configura-
tion are joint into directed, non-crossing closed strings which
crosses the boundary in periodic boundary condition.
Another way to understand such string configuration is to
view it as a topological defect or domain wall on the origi-
nal spin configuration, with respect to the stripe phase. Each
original bond in x-direction connecting antiparallel spins is
crossed by a string defined hereinbefore, i.e., each string is a
domain wall which separates distinct stripe domains.
Therefore we can analysis the dynamics in the string lan-
guage. the flippable spins situate in the corners of the strings
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FIG. 6. (a) Mapping of a spin configuration to a dimer covering on the dual hexagonal lattice; (b) the reference state of string mapping; (c)
mapping a dimer covering to a string configuration and flippable spins are highlighted; (d) vortex and antivortex connected by two strings; (e)
The dimer representation and (f) the string representation of flipping a flippable spin; (g) The deformation of the string by flipping spin; (h) The
spin configuration with one string which can be mapped to spin-1/2 chain; (g) The spin configuration with three strings. At low temperature
and small transverse field, the strings can not be crossed with each other (spin inside the red region can not flip due to triangle-rule), so that
there exists effective interactions between strings; (h) The configuration in upper panel can be taken as three fermions with long-range effective
interactions in one dimension.
(Fig. 6g). By flipping the spin with transverse field, the related
strings are deformed in the form of creation or annihilation of
kinks. E.g., in Fig. 6f, when flipping the spin, the string on its
left deforms to its right.
The deformation of a single string can be analysed by map-
ping it to an effective spin model. Each string can be mapped
into a spin-1/2 chain in the way that a left-going or right-
going string segment is mapped into a spin-up or a spin-down
respectively (Fig. 6h). In this way the corners of the string are
mapped into the kinks on the effective spin chain which sep-
arate antiparallel effective spins. By flipping the original spin
inside the string corner, the left-going and right-going seg-
ment on the string is exchanged, i.e., the neighbouring spin-up
and spin-down is exchanged. This corresponds to an effective
XY interaction on the effective spin chain. In this way we can
write down the effective Hamiltonian for a single string
Hstr =
∆
4 ∑〈i j〉
(σ ′+i σ
′−
j +σ
′−
i σ
′+
j ) (B1)
Here σ ′i, j denotes the effective spins of the string and σ ′± are
the ladder operators. The 〈i j〉 denotes that the sum is taken
over all the nearest neighbours. This model is well studied and
is exactly solvable under Jordan-Wigner transformation. Its
excitations are free fermions in the form of effective “spinons”
on the effective spin chain and “kinks” in the spin representa-
tion on the original lattice.
The discussion above only considers single string case.
When multiple strings appear in one configuration at the same
time, they have to conform with the non-crossing condition.
This condition is equivalent with the triangle rule in spin rep-
resentation and the one-dimer-per-site constraint in dimer rep-
resentation. Such condition restricts the Hilbert space of the
strings. Same as the spin-1/2 chain, the size of a single
string’s Hilbert space is 2Ly . However, when two strings get
close (e.g., the string 2 and 3 in Fig. 6i), certain configurations
with crossing strings are forbidden. So that the Hilbert space
shrinks and an effective long-range interaction emerges (Fig.
6i). Such interaction is found repulsive and should be alge-
braic to the distance between strings [15]. On the contrary,
violation of this rule results in the triangles with three parallel
spins. Such triangle hosts a spinon excitation, which is also
known as “vortex” as the winding number of effective U(1)
spin is non-zero [31]. The vortices are connected by either a
string loop or a non-directed string (Fig. 6d).
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FIG. 7. The low frequency region of Szz spectra along x-direction
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FIG. 8. Demonstration of the kink and vortex operator. The red
up arrows and blue down arrows show where (a) kink operator and
(b) vortex operator is non-zero, whereas the whitened arrows show
where the operators vanish.
Appendix C: Resemblance to the Luttinger liquid
In this section, we demonstrate that the features in the Szz
spectrum at low string density ρs are remniscent of the Lut-
tinger liquid when we add an anistropy. As described previ-
ously, in the perpendicular direction, the strings can be viewed
as 0D fermions moving on 1D line. There exists a long-range
power-law repulsive interaction between adjacent fermions.
This may result in a Luttinger liquid phase at certain parame-
ter region.
The spectrum of an one dimensional Luttinger liquid is
characterized by two gapless points at q = 0 and q = 2kF ,
measured from the Fermi surface, where kF denotes the Fermi
wave vector. The kF is a function of the string density ρs (or
particle density in the 1D)
kF = piρs (C1)
In the Szz spectrum, the q = 0 point is mapped to q = ((2−
ρs)pi,0), and the q = 2kF point is mapped to q = ((2−
3ρs)pi,0). The dispersion in vicinity of these gapless points
are linear. These two gapless points and the linear dispersion
in vicinity are indeed observed in numerical results (Fig. 7a–
b).
We then scrutinize the spectra at momenta in vicinity of the
q= 2kF point (Fig. 7c). Three distinct peak is observed. The
lowest mode owns a frequency proportional to the momentum
deviation, thus corresponds to the excitations of Luttinger liq-
uid. The medium mode situates near the frequency of trans-
verse field Γ, thus corresponds to the kink excitation (or the
effective spinon excitation in the effective XY model). These
two peaks together compose the excitations related to quan-
tum strings. The highest mode corresponds to the triangle-rule
breaking vortex excitation at the energy scale of J.
Appendix D: Definition of kink and vortex operator
To isolate the contributions from string and vortex mode,
we define the kink and vortex operator. The spectra calculated
from their correlation can effectively distinguish the strength
of Szz spectrum which comes from string and vortex mode.
These two operators single out the spins concerned with cor-
responding excitation.
For the string mode we define a kink operator. As men-
sioned before, the dynamics of the strings can be mapped into
an effective spin-1/2 chain with XY nearest neighbour cou-
pling. The excitation of such chain is fermions known as kinks
residing on each bond connecting opposite effective spins.
This corresponds to the corners of strings in the 2D string rep-
resentation. In the spin representation, the spin envelopped
by the corner has three spin-ups and three spin-downs as its
neighbours which appear alternatively. This can be used as a
criteria to single out the kinks. The kink operator is defined
on each site of the spin configuration. It is non-zero only on
the sites which is envelopped by a corner of the string, or to
written explicitly,
K (r) =
 S(r), if S(r+ e1) =−S(r+ e2) = S(r+ e3)=−S(r+ e4) = S(r+ e5) =−S(r+ e6)0, elsewhere.
(D1)
where ei is the displacement from a site to its six neighbours
(Fig. 8c). N.b., this definition is equivalent to singling out the
“flippable” spins.
On the other hand, for the vortex mode we define a vortex
operator. In the original spin representation, the vortices take
the form of a triangle with three parallel spins. So we just have
to single out the spins which belong to triangles with parallel
spins, or to written explicitly
V (r) =

S(r), if S(r) = S(r+ e1) = S(r+ e2) or S(r) = S(r+ e2) = S(r+ e3)
or S(r) = S(r+ e3) = S(r+ e4) or S(r) = S(r+ e4) = S(r+ e5)
or S(r) = S(r+ e5) = S(r+ e6) or S(r) = S(r+ e6) = S(r+ e1)
0, elsewhere.
(D2)
Appendix E: Stochastic series expansion (SSE)
For the numerical works in this paper, we use a quantum
Monte Carlo (QMC) method with stochastic series expansion
(SSE) algorithm[36–38] to calculate the ground state proper-
9ties and imaginary time Green function. This method will be
briefly introduced below.
In quantum statistics, the measurement of observables is
closely related to the calculation of partition function Z
〈O〉= tr (O exp(−βH))/Z, Z = trexp(−βH) (E1)
where β = 1/T is the inverse temperature, H is the Hamilto-
nian of the system andO is an arbitrary observable. Typically,
in order to evaluate the ground state property, one takes a suf-
ficiently large β such that β ∼ Lz, where L is the system scale
and z is the dynamical exponent. In SSE, such evaluation of Z
is done by a Taylor expansion of the exponential and the trace
is taken by summing over a complete set of suitably-chosen
basis.
Z =∑
α
∞
∑
n=0
β n
n!
〈α|(−H)n|α〉 (E2)
We then write the Hamiltonian as the sum of a set of operators
whose matrix elements are easy to calculate.
H =−∑
i
Hi (E3)
In practice we truncate the Taylor expansion at a sufficiently
large cutoff M and it is convenient to fix the sequence length
by introducing in identity operator H0 = 1 to fill in all the
empty positions despite it is not part of the Hamiltonian.
(−H)n = ∑
{ip}
n
∏
p=1
Hip = ∑
{ip}
(M−n)!n!
M!
n
∏
p=1
Hip (E4)
and
Z =∑
α
∑
{ip}
β n
(M−n)!
M!
〈α|
n
∏
p=1
Hip |α〉 (E5)
To the carry out the summation, a Monte Carlo procedure
can be used to sample the operator sequence {ip} and the trial
state α with according to their relative weight
W (α,{ip}) = β n (M−n)!M! 〈α|
n
∏
p=1
Hip |α〉 (E6)
For sampling we adoopt a Metropolis algorithm where the
configuration of one step is generated based on updating the
configuration of the former step and the update is accepted at
a probability
P(α,{ip}→ α ′,{i′p}) = min
(
1,
W (α ′,{i′p})
W (α,{ip})
)
(E7)
Diagonal update, where diagonal operators are inserted into
and removed from the operator sequence, and cluster update,
where diagonal and off-diagonal operates convert into each
other, are adopted in update strategy.
In transverse field Ising model H = J∑b SzibS
z
jb
−h∑iσ xi , we
write the Hamiltonian as the sum of following operators
H0 = 1
Hi = h(S+i +S
−
i )/2
Hi+n = h/2
Hb+2n = J(1/4−SzibSzjb)
(E8)
(a)
(b)
FIG. 9. (a) An illustration of the SSE cluster update process where
the cluster marked in red is identified and filpped as a whole. A ver-
tical line shows a spin expanded. The solid and empty squares show
the diagonal and off-diagonal site operators. The solid bars show the
diagonal bond operators. (b) An illustration of the parametrization
of a continuous spectral function into discrete δ -functions.
where a constant is added into the Hamiltonian for conve-
nience. For the non-local update, a branching cluster up-
date strategy is constructed [37], where a cluster is formed
in (D+ 1)-dimensional by grouping spins and operators to-
gather. Each cluster terminates on site operators and includes
bond operators (Fig. 9a). All the spins in each cluster is
flipped together at a probability 1/2 agter all clusters are iden-
tified.
Appendix F: Stochastic analytical continuation (SAC)
For the spectra in this paper we adopted a stochastic analyt-
ical continuation (SAC) [39–41] method to obtain the spectral
function S(ω) from the imaginary time correlation G(τ) mea-
sured from QMC, which is generally believed a numerically
unstable problem. This method will be briefly introduced be-
low.
The spectral function S(ω) is connected to the imaginary
time Green’s function G(τ) through an integral equation
G(τ) =
∫ ∞
−∞
dωS(ω)K(τ,ω) (F1)
where K(τ,ω) is the kernal function depending on the temper-
ature and the statistics of the particles. We restrict ourselves
to the case of spin systems and with only positive frequencies
in the spectral, where K(τ,ω) = (e−τω+e−(β−τ)ω)/pi . To en-
sure the normalization of spectral function, we further modity
the transformation and come to the following equation :
G(τ) =
∫ ∞
0
dω
pi
e−τω + e−(β−τ)ω
1+ e−βω
B(ω) (F2)
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where B(ω) = S(ω)(1 + e−βω) is the renormalized spectral
function.
In practice, G(τ) for a set of imaginary time τi(i= 1, · · ·Nτ)
is measured in QMC simultation together with the statistical
errors. The renormalized spectral function is parametrized
into large number of equal-amplitude δ -functions whose po-
sitions are sampled (Fig. 9b)
B(ω) =
Nω
∑
i=0
aiδ (ω−ωi) (F3)
Then the fitted Green’s functions G˜i from Eq. F2 and the mea-
sured Greens functions G¯i are compared by the fitting good-
ness
χ2 =
Nτ
∑
i, j=1
(G˜i− G¯i)(C−1)i j(G˜ j− G¯ j) (F4)
where the covariance matrix is defined as
Ci j =
1
NB(NB−1)
NB
∑
b=1
(Gbi − G¯i)(Gbj − G¯ j), (F5)
with NB the number of bins, the measured Green’s functions
of each Gbi .
A Metropolis process is utilized to update the series in sam-
pling. The weight for a given spectrum is taken to follow a
Boltzmann distribution
W ({ai,ωi})∼ exp
(
− χ
2
2Θ
)
(F6)
with Θ a virtue temperature to balance the goodness of fitting
χ2 and the smoothness of the spectral function. All the spec-
tral functions of sampled series {ai,ωi} is then averaged to
obtain the spectrum as the final result.
